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IT has been said that 'no detailed history' of the medieval liturgy of Canterbury cathedral 'can be written, since very little relevant documentation has survived'.
1 This is simply not true. Recent research suggests that there is a large quantity of surviving evidence for the liturgical texts written at the cathedral in the central middle ages, from c. 900 to c. 1150. In this article I shall give a preliminary review of that evidence, focusing on the material of greatest interest to architectural historians.
The most useful sources for understanding how rituals were performed are those containing directions for how to perform them; even if these are only ideals and bear little relation to what actually happened, they are still informative about what those ideals were. Such texts tend to be found in books written for priests (manuals), bishops (pontifi cals), and as guidance for how an ecclesiastical community should be run (customaries). During the last fi fteen years or so there has been a considerable revival of interest in liturgical sources for this period. One of the results of this has been clarifi cation about when and where some manuscripts were produced; and it has become clear that there are many surviving sources relating to Canterbury. Essentially, these are of two types:
• Manuscripts produced to be used in the cathedral; • Texts written in Canterbury but preserved in manuscripts produced to be used elsewhere.
In the fi rst group there are a number of manuscripts that can be reasonably confi dently associated with Canterbury, and some of them with particular archbishops. It is likely that we have the pontifi cals of Archbishops Plegmund (890-923), and Anselm (1093 Anselm ( -1109 . 2 The second group requires more explanation. Liturgical manuscripts such as pontifi cals and manuals contain collections of texts for different rituals. Almost every text is different: liturgical diversity was the norm throughout the period. When a new book came to be written, whoever was in charge of the process tended not just to copy another book wholesale: instead, he or she helen gittos selected the texts they wanted to use from a variety of manuscripts, ritual by ritual, often revising them as well. So, in order to make sense of these manuscripts as a historian, one has to examine each manuscript as a whole, and also investigate each individual ritual. As Christopher A. Jones says:
A fast rule in the study of liturgical manuscripts generally, and of pontifi cals especially, is that relations between books as wholes cannot be argued merely on the evidence of this or that single component. And yet the working out of such larger relationships has few options but to proceed ritual by ritual. 3 When one starts trying to work out the history of rituals text by text, it becomes clear that liturgies were repeatedly being revised in Canterbury during the 10th, 11th, and 12th centuries. Enough material survives that the relationships between some of them can be worked out. Here is an example, a very short extract from the beginning of the rite for dedicating a church. The sources involved are Ordo Romanus 41, probably a Carolingian church dedication rite that survives in several manuscripts from the early 9th century onwards, and the rituals in Claudius Pontifi cal 1 (London, British Library, Cotton Claudius A.iii [...] In this case it is clear that one of the sources for the ritual in Claudius Pontifi cal I was a rite like Ordo Romanus 41; and that the text in the Dunstan Pontifi cal was a revision of a rite like the one in Claudius Pontifi cal I. That does not necessarily mean that the compiler of Dunstan's pontifi cal had access to Claudius I itself, but it does indicate that a rite like the one found in it was available to him. Doing this, line by line, for particular rituals in the surviving manuscripts from England in this period, one fi nds that some are closely related to one another and can be sorted into a chronological sequence. 5 This does not work for all texts because some belong to other traditions, but in many cases it does.
There is good evidence that many of the manuscripts that recur in these chronological sequences were produced in Canterbury. Other manuscripts provide evidence
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for liturgies that were available at Canterbury but only survive in books produced elsewhere. The Dunstan Pontifi cal is an example of a manuscript that we can be as certain as it is possible to be was written at and for Canterbury; Claudius Pontifi cal I is an example of one produced elsewhere but which appears to preserve material written at Canterbury. The former is much more useful evidence for the cathedral's liturgy than the latter, which needs to be treated with caution, yet I contend that it would be foolish to discount the evidence of the latter. It is clearly textually related to Canterbury manuscripts and is therefore useful, if imperfect, evidence, rather like a later copy of an Anglo-Saxon charter. Table 1 is a provisional list of manuscripts containing ordines (directions for how to perform a ritual) written for Canterbury cathedral, or containing texts likely to have been written there, in the central middle ages; the Appendix contains a summary of the reasons for their inclusion and placement. This is a preliminary, inevitably controversial, attempt to compile such a list which will change as further research is carried out, especially on the post-Conquest manuscripts that have been less studied. 6 What it clearly demonstrates, though, is that far from there being little evidence for the liturgy of Canterbury cathedral in the central middle ages there is a great deal.
At this point it would be as well to lower expectations. This material does not tell us the kind of things that architectural historians might hope for: it will not explain what a particular chapel or altar was used for. Nevertheless, these are valuable sources. What follows is an attempt to convey some sense of their potential. material relating to particular bishops: dunstan ONE of the manuscripts most securely related to an individual is the pontifi cal created for Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury 959-88 (Paris, BnF, Lat. 943) . 7 This pontifi cal contains precious evidence for Dunstan's confi dence as a liturgist, his policies and, I suspect, his own compositions. 8 And it contains some surprises, one of which is his attitude to relics. It is traditionally thought that in the middle ages it was normal for altars to have relics placed in them when they were dedicated. However, there are indications that this was not always the case in Anglo-Saxon England and that Dunstan did not think they were essential. He appears to have kept much of the church dedication service of his predecessor, Oda, but revised the rubrics concerning the deposition of relics into the altar. 9 He shortened that part of the service, and in three places made it clear that it was not necessary for there to be relics. Whilst this view was unusual in the Church as a whole, there are precedents for it in the pontifi cal of Dunstan's early-10th-century predecessor Plegmund, and in one of the canons of the 816 Council of Chelsea. This may have infl uenced Dunstan, or he could have been reacting to the relic-raiding habits of his predecessor Oda and other contemporaries; Oda had taken St Wilfrid's relics from Ripon (Yorkshire) and placed them in a new altar at the east end of the cathedral. Modern historians talk about Oda building an altar in which to put Wilfrid's relics, but might the rhetoric at the time have been about getting relics to put in the new altar? 10 If so, Dunstan's re-writing of the church dedication ceremony may have been a condemnation of relic-raiding. Whether or not this was the case, it suggests that current understanding of the cult of relics in Anglo-Saxon England needs some revision. It also provides an example of how such sources can reveal evidence for the attitudes of individuals that may have had an impact on church fabric. 
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Sources for the Liturgy of Canterbury Cathedral material relating to the fabric of the cathedral: rite for blessing a pavement moved from elsewhere MY second example cannot yet be tied to a particular bishop, but is almost certainly associated with a specifi c event in the history of the cathedral. Sometime in the early 11th century a ritual was drawn up at Canterbury for the blessing of a pavement that had been moved from somewhere else: 'The consecration of the pavement of a church which has been moved from its fi rst location into another position'. 11 What happened was intended to be similar to the way fl oors were blessed in church dedication rites: the bishop was to draw alphabets diagonally across the fl oor, sprinkle it with holy water, process around the whole church with water, and with incense. This is such an unusual rite (I know no other examples of rituals for this eventuality) that I suspect it must have been drawn up for some specifi c purpose, perhaps associated with a remodelling of the cathedral in the 1040s or 1050s. It fi ts well with the widespread evidence for the use of polychrome relief tiles in high-status churches, including Canterbury cathedral, from the 950s onwards, and it is also further evidence for church fl oors being treated as especially sacred at this time. 12 Christopher Norton has suggested this happened later on in the life of the cathedral when in the 1180s, or perhaps a little later, materials from the pavement that had lain in front of the high altar or in the Trinity chapel were relaid at Becket's shrine. 13 This is an example of how these sources have the potential to add to our knowledge about aspects of the cathedral's fabric.
how liturgy changed over time: the impact of the norman conquest IN addition to the considerable evidence for the liturgies being compiled at Christ Church in the pre-Conquest period, there also exists some for the liturgy intended to be celebrated during Lanfranc's archiepiscopacy (1070-89). Of particular value are his customary, drawn up c. 1077, and a chant-book written for Canterbury and sent to Durham c. 1083. 14 T. A. Heslop, Michael Gullick and Richard Pfaff have argued that Anselm's own pontifi cal also survives as Dublin, Trinity College MS 98. Gullick and Pfaff have made a case for it having been produced hurriedly for Anselm in c. 1093.
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Less well studied are a group of 12th-century pontifi cals, some of which were written at the Cathedral, which are listed in Table 1 and the Appendix. This wealth of material makes it possible to assess changes in the cathedral's liturgy over a long period of time.
So far this has only been attempted to a limited degree. Arnold Klukas has considered the architectural implications of Lanfranc's Constitutions, and there has been discussion about changes to the liturgical calendar in this period, especially in relation to Lanfranc's attitudes towards Anglo-Saxon saints' cults. 16 Heslop has argued that during the 1070s or so, Lanfranc simplifi ed the calendar 'by removing from it English saints who were not either of major national importance or of local signifi cance', and introduced a few new feasts of which 'none could really be construed as partisan on the part of the Norman element in the community'. 17 Lanfranc's letters indicate that he was 'a careful student of pontifi cal rites', and more evidence for his liturgical activities is emerging.
18 D. H. Turner argued that Lanfranc was responsible for drawing up the so-called 'Third English Coronation Order'; Thomas Kozachek thought Lanfranc was responsible for a revision of the rite for dedicating churches, and went so far as to suggest that 'a general revision of pontifi cal services was executed at Christ 46 helen gittos Church under the direct supervision of Lanfranc'. 19 John Cowdrey argued that Lanfranc was responsible for an ordo for an episcopal synod, and Christopher A. Jones thinks revisions to the Chrism Mass rite may also be attributed to him. 20 Lanfranc's reputation as a liturgical reformer is growing. As yet, there is less evidence for Anselm's activities as a liturgist, though he did have an interest in Anglo-Saxon liturgy because he wrote to Lanfranc asking for a copy of the rule that St Dunstan instituted. 21 Additionally, Thomas Bestul has argued that Anselm's private prayers continue a tradition that fl ourished in the pre-Conquest period. 22 These conclusions have come either from investigation of the policies of particular individuals, or tangentially from studying the history of certain rituals. There have been few attempts to use the sources gathered in Appendix 1 to explore how the liturgies being written at Canterbury Christ Church changed over time.
As soon as one begins to make comparisons, it becomes apparent that the liturgists who put together Anselm's and Lanfranc's own pontifi cals based them on late AngloSaxon manuscripts. I am not aware that this has been said before, but it is implied in the observations made by Thomas Kozachek in relation to the church dedication rite, where he characterizes the early Anglo-Norman texts as a revision of the late AngloSaxon ones.
23 It is also supported by Christopher A. Jones's work on the Chrism Mass, where he shows that the ritual in the early Anglo-Norman pontifi cals is a 'revised version' of the late Anglo-Saxon ones. 24 The relationship between AngloSaxon and Anglo-Norman liturgy is a topic that deserves detailed investigation; here there is only space for some case studies.
The church dedication rite is a useful example for two reasons: it is one of the longest and most complex of all Christian rituals, and it is one of the few for which there is evidence in Canterbury manuscripts from the 1050s, c. 1083 and c. 1093, in other words probably from the archieopiscopates of Stigand, Lanfranc and Anselm. This is because, whilst no pontifi cal of Lanfranc's is known to survive, the Cosin Gradual, which was sent to Durham from Canterbury between 1083 and 1096, preserves chant for some ordines. 25 This includes the antiphons for the dedication rite in their proper order, though without rubrics (Durham, UL, Cosin V.v.6, . 26 So the Cosin Gradual provides clues to the Lanfranc-period ritual and some parts of it but not the complete rite. The antiphons in the Cosin Gradual are almost identical to those in the Anselm Pontifi cal. 27 The Anselm rite, which survives complete, was a redraft of a text very like that in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 44, pp. 9-81, the latest of the surviving Anglo-Saxon pontifi cals from Canterbury: they are frequently word-for-word identical. 28 As the chant in the Cosin Gradual is so similar to that in the Anselm Pontifi cal, it is highly likely that Anselm gives a good indication of the Lanfranc-period rite. It therefore appears that the compilers of the Lanfrancperiod rite rewrote something like the one in Corpus 44, making minor changes to wording but only a few substantive alterations. These were principally that:
• The litanies were abbreviated and reordered.
• The whole rite was pruned, with about nine prayers and eleven antiphons omitted.
• The section concerning the deposition of relics in the altar was completely rewritten, giving it more prominence within the rite.
The abbreviation of the litanies and the shortening of the rite fi ts with Heslop's conclusion, made on the basis of changes to the calendar, that 'the Normans wished to shorten and to simplify what they found on their arrival': to prune to improve, rather than to replace the unfamiliar with what they knew. 29 However, the changes to the deposition of the relics are of an entirely different character. One of the unusual aspects of Anglo-Saxon dedication services was the lack of prominence given to this part of the ceremony. Whilst there is no evidence that Dunstan's attitude to relics was widely shared, nevertheless, the Anglo-Saxon rituals associated with their deposition were perfunctory in comparison with other contemporary European rites: they were short, and not integrated with the rest of the ceremony. 30 What is found in the Anselm Pontifi cal by contrast is much more in line with continental traditions and includes some material from, or akin to, the rite in the Romano-Germanic Pontifi cal.
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Some conclusions can be drawn from this. During the 1070s, Lanfranc had a church dedication rite drawn up; it is worth noting that he needed one for the service for the rebuilt cathedral on 9 April 1077. 32 We know that he was interested in how such services should be conducted from a letter written between 1070-77 to John, archbishop of Rouen, in which he debates a detail with him and says:
I have often watched various bishops of different provinces dedicating churches, and I have observed most scrupulously all that they did. In some respects their practice differed [. . .] 33 It seems very likely that Lanfranc chose to use a late Anglo-Saxon text, very like Corpus 44, and had the rite edited, abbreviated, and those parts he considered wrong altered. So far as one can tell, no substantive changes were made by, or for, Anselm. This indicates a respect for and sensitivity towards Anglo-Saxon customs which tempers the impression that Lanfranc profoundly changed the Christ Church liturgy which some have gained from Lanfranc's Customary, and the probable changes to the calendar. 34 Some rites were, however, radically altered, such as my fi nal examples, the major processional feasts of Candlemas and Palm Sunday. In late Anglo-Saxon England, it was normal on Candlemas (2 February) to process to an outlying church, the laity bringing with them candles to be blessed there, and then to process back to the main church with them shimmering in the pre-dawn gloom. There the lay people were supposed to hand over the candles as offerings at the end of mass. The focus of the ceremony was at the doorway of the main church where the crowd gathered to bring their candles inside. Several late Anglo-Saxon bishops, including Dunstan and Wulfstan, were keen to encourage lay participation.
35 This is the form of what is found in the Canterbury Benedictional, made for use at the cathedral, perhaps in the second quarter of the 11th century. 36 The antiphons in the Lanfranc-period Cosin Gradual (Durham, UL, Cosin V.v.6, fol. 115r) are compatible with such a rite. 37 However, the Candlemas ritual in Lanfranc's Constitutions and the Anselm Pontifi cal, which correspond with one another, is totally different. 38 No reference is made to the participation of the laity, or to the offering of candles. Instead, the candles were simply to be laid on a carpet in front of an altar, where they were blessed; then there was a procession around the exterior of the church, and a station in front of the crucifi x at the entrance to the choir. The emphasis of this ritual is on the monastic community within the cathedral, rather than a public procession from a church somewhere in the city that culminated in the entrance into the cathedral.
In late Anglo-Saxon England, Palm Sunday processions were like the Candlemas ones. The Canterbury Benedictional again provides good evidence for how it was intended to be celebrated at the cathedral. 39 The community: 48 helen gittos
• Gathered for the start of the ceremony.
• Processed to a church where the 'palms' had been set out where they were blessed and distributed -probably in St Augustine's abbey.
• Processed from there up to St Martin's where there was a prayer and gospel reading, probably with the monks from St Augustine's.
• Went back to the cathedral, where the 'Gloria Laus' hymn was sung in front of the doors.
This is a reminder of how peripatetic early medieval liturgy was, and of how outlying churches sometimes hosted the liturgies of cathedrals and minster communities. The need to host the occasional celebration of grand events may have had an impact on these buildings. Again, though, in the post-Conquest period something very different was intended. The Cosin Gradual, Lanfranc's Constitutions, and the Anselm Pontifi cal agree that:
• The branches should be blessed on a carpet in front of the high altar in the cathedral.
• The community should process out of the city to an unspecifi ed place where there was a station around a shrine containing the consecrated host.
• They then processed with it back into the city holding stations at the city gate, the entrance to the cathedral, and the entrance to the choir. 40 Although this procession was to venture beyond the precinct walls, the emphasis was again on the monastic community. The importance of the palms was displaced by the host; the centre of attention was not the crowd of people united by the blessed branches they held aloft, but Christ himself. This makes good sense, given Lanfranc's beliefs about the real presence of Christ in the consecrated host. 41 It also helps explain why so much attention was paid to the Palm Sunday procession in Lanfranc's Constitutions: because so much was being changed.
In some cases it is clear that Lanfranc did desire to change the liturgy of the cathedral radically, in others, alterations were only made later, perhaps under Anselm's guidance.
conclusions SEVERAL conclusions can be drawn. Lanfranc and his liturgists made a very careful assessment of the cathedral's liturgy. He did not simply impose new customs; he did rifl e through the book chests. At least as far as ordines were concerned, some rites seemed to him good, and so he had them tidied and slightly pruned, balancing the tendency towards ever greater elaboration that is clear in the pre-Conquest pontifi cals of the mid-11th century, especially Corpus 44. Some practices, though, seemed to him odd and misguided. These included the way that relics were placed in altars and the forms of the Candlemas and Palm Sunday processions. Here he changed the emphasis, placing it on Christ and on the monastic community who served Him, rather than on the crowds formed of the whole local Christian community. The processions became more monastic ceremonies than civic and archiepiscopal ones. Just as the architectural emphasis was changing from the groups of several churches common in the early middle ages, to larger, more complex single buildings, so liturgies were becoming more confi ned within cathedral and monastic walls. This may be part of the desire associated with the Gregorian reforms to separate the roles of clergy and laity.
42 Some of these changes were enduring. The Anselm Pontifi cal provides evidence that Lanfranc's customary was being followed at Canterbury cathedral two decades after it had been introduced and that Anselm, or at least his liturgists, wanted it to be. David Knowles was not right to say of post-Conquest Canterbury Christ Church that 'at no house was the break with the past so complete', nor was Richard Southern that 'Lanfranc had been dissatisfi ed with almost everything in the cathedral monastery that he found on his arrival. [ If these reforms were enacted, those changes to the liturgy that were made following the Norman Conquest would not only have had an impact on Canterbury's monks; their consequences would also have been widely apparent in the local community. Open-air processions such as those at Candlemas and Palm Sunday were amongst the most popular events of the ecclesiastical year in late Anglo-Saxon England and involved the participation of large numbers of people: changes to them would have been noticed by the townspeople. 45 Were the curtailment of popular involvement in them to have been replicated elsewhere, might it have been an element in the investment being made into local churches at this time, as a reaction to a sense of disenfranchisement? And might it mean that the inhabitants of different cities had different experiences of the liturgy at this time? Did Wulfstan at Worcester maintain the Anglo-Saxon tradition of large processional, participatory events?
My intentions in this article have been twofold. First, I hope that I have drawn attention to the quantity of surviving liturgical sources for Canterbury cathedral in the central middle ages. Taken together, recent research on individual rituals, and on manuscripts, has considerable implications for understanding how Canterbury's cathedral churches were used, and for changes in the ritual life of the city. There is a great deal more surviving material than has often been appreciated. Although it rarely reveals the kind of detail that architectural historians want, nevertheless, if read in conjunction with one another, these sources have great potential for understanding how buildings were used. My second intention has been to convey something of their value as sources for the policies of individual archbishops, for the history of the fabric, and for change over time. Work on this material has only just begun; there is much yet to be discovered. A 'combined sacramentary, pontifi cal and ritual'. 46 Nicholas Orchard has argued that the manuscript was written for Plegmund, archbishop of Canterbury 890-923. 47 It was designed for an archbishop because it contains an episcopal ordination ceremony and a coronation ordo. 48 It was written for use in England because it contains an English coronation ordo; St Mark's day is given as being on 18 May rather than 25 April; the litany contains English saints not usually found in continental manuscripts, notably St Guthlac; and it contains many texts only or mostly found otherwise in English manuscripts. 49 It has been dated on palaeographical grounds to c. 860-920.
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Orchard thinks it remained at Canterbury because of the addition to it of a calendar akin to the one in the Bosworth Psalter, which was probably made for St Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury.
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Claudius I: London, British Library, Cotton Claudius A.iii, A combined pontifi cal and benedictional. David Dumville suggests on the basis of the script that it was produced c. 1000. 52 In the fi rst quarter of the 11th century, a law code was added and it was rebound. The lawcode was annotated by Wulfstan, bishop of London (996-1002), Worcester (1002-16) and archbishop of York (1002-23). 53 However, it is not likely to have been his main pontifi cal because the texts are frequently archaic and incomplete; Jones argues that it 'almost appears as much an archive as a service book'. 54 Orchard suggests it was copied for Wulfstan whilst bishop of Worcester 'from a model prepared in Bishop Oswald's time' (bishop of Worcester 961-92, archbishop of York (971-92) and that it 'gives us some idea of the type of pontifi cal adopted by Oda (archbishop of Canterbury 941-58), in the 950s '. 55 This is because it is textually akin to Cambridge, Sidney Sussex College MS 100, 'associable on palaeographical grounds with Oswald'.
56 Additionally, the rite for dedicating a church in the Dunstan Pontifi cal, likely to have been written c. 960, is a rewriting of a rite like that in Claudius I. 57 This would make sense if Claudius I were a copy of the pontifi cal of Oda, who was Dunstan's predecessor and Oswald's uncle.
Sacramentary of Ratoldus: Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Latin 12052
A sacramentary combined with pontifi cal ordines and episcopal blessings commissioned by Ratoldus, whilst abbot of Corbie c. 972-86, or perhaps earlier -c. 957. It was created by 'working together' at least two separate texts, a sacramentary from Saint-Denis and an Anglo-Saxon pontifi cal. 58 The texts in the latter must, therefore, predate c. 972. Textually, the pontifi cal elements are most like those in Claudius I, Lanalet and other early Anglo-Saxon pontifi cals, especially those with Canterbury associations. 59 Nicholas Orchard suggests the underlying pontifi cal was a Canterbury book of the 950s. 60 
Dunstan Pontifi cal: Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Latin 943
A pontifi cal and benedictional probably made for Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury 959-88. A terminus post quem is provided by the inclusion of a copy of the papal privilege granting him the pallium which he personally collected from Rome on 21 September 960. Given the controversy surrounding his election as archbishop, the copy of the papal privilege may have been included as an assertion of his right to the post. 61 It may therefore have been produced in the early 960s.
Lanalet Pontifi cal: Rouen, Bibliothèque municipale, A. 27 (368)
A pontifi cal and benedictional with West Country associations. An early-11th-century excommunication order was added from the monastery of 'Lanalet' (St German's, Cornwall). 62 An Old
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English note on fol. 196r says it was once owned by Bishop Lyfi ng, perhaps the bishop of Wells 998/9-1013 and archbishop of Canterbury 1013-20, or Lyfi ng, bishop of Crediton and Cornwall (c. 1027-46) . 63 Neil Ker and David Dumville date its Style-I Anglo-Caroline script to the early 11th century.
64 Jane Toswell argues it was probably produced after c. 1020 because St Martial of Limoges is classed as an apostle in one of the litanies. 65 Textually, it is closely related to midto late-10th-century Canterbury pontifi cals. For example, the church dedication rite is a light revision of the one in the Dunstan Pontifi cal and it has the same Candlemas rite as the ones in the late-10th-century Canterbury books Dunstan and Anderson. 66 Benedictional of Archbishop Robert: Rouen, Bibliothèque municipale, Y.7 (369) The most likely context for the production of this combined pontifi cal and benedictional is that it was made at the New Minster, Winchester for AEthelgar, its abbot, who was appointed bishop of Selsey in 980 (or that it is a later copy of such a book). 67 Textually, the manuscript shares affi nities with other early Anglo-Saxon pontifi cals, including ones certainly associated with Canterbury such as the Dunstan Pontifi cal. 68 Anderson Pontifi cal : London, British Library, MS Add. 57337 A pontifi cal and benedictional, which Dumville argues was 'written in a monumental version of Style-II Anglo-Caroline minuscule. It is datable c. 1000: the script would be quite consistent with an origin at Christ Church, Canterbury'. 69 Heslop prefers a slightly later date, suggesting that the presence of St Bartholomew in one of the litanies is connected with the arrival of the arm of that saint, said to have been given by Queen Emma, perhaps in 1022 or 1023. 70 In support of Christ Church being its place of production, it contains an ordo for consecrating an archbishop, so it was probably produced for an archiepiscopal see. Textually, it is close to late-10th-and early-11th-century pontifi cals, including those made at Canterbury, such as Dunstan's. 71 It is sometimes very close to the Dunstan Pontifi cal in wording, though there are notable divergences. Kozachek, observing that it contains chant that is distinctively from the Old Minster, Winchester, suggests it was owned by AElfheah (bishop of Winchester 984-1006, archbishop of Canterbury 1006-12).
72
Claudius II: London, British Library, Cotton Claudius A. iii, Part of a pontifi cal. Its contents suggest that it was written at Christ Church, Canterbury because it includes the archiepiscopal rite for blessing a new archbishop found in other Canterbury pontifi cals. It is written in Style-IV Anglo-Caroline minuscule and Dumville dates it to the mid-11th century. 73 Canterbury Benedictional: London, British Library, Harley, 2892 A benedictional that incorporates much pontifi cal material. 74 A terminus post quem of 1023 is provided by a blessing for the feast of the Translation of St AElfheah, and it probably dates to the second quarter of the 10th century. 75 It was intended for Canterbury because it refers to the presence of an archbishop, and a procession to St Martin's church. 76 Its Palm Sunday and Candlemas ordines were revised a little later for BL Add. 28188. 77 Its rite for dedicating a cross is very similar to the one in Corpus 44. 78 Ramsey Pontifi cal : London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius A. vii A badly damaged pontifi cal, written after 1030 because of the presence of St Olave in the litanies.
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It appears to have been written by two Exeter scribes. 80 At least part of it seems to have been the basis for BL Add. 28188. 81 The Canterbury links are textual. A pontifi cal and benedictional produced at Exeter (Devon) in the third quarter of the 11th century, probably for Bishop Leofric (1046-72) . 83 The pontifi cal section is closely related to, and perhaps largely copied from, the Ramsey Pontifi cal. 84 Like Ramsey, there are textual affi liations with Canterbury manuscripts, such as with the church dedication rite discussed above under Ramsey, and with the cemetery consecration ceremony. 85 It also shares a number of links with the Canterbury Benedictional and in some cases appears to be just slightly later than it, such as with its Candlemas and Palm Sunday ordines.
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'Pontifi cal of Thomas Becket': Douai, Bibliothèque municipale, 67 A pontifi cal. 87 The nickname comes from an 18th-century inscription that says it was donated to the church of Marchiennes (Nord) by Thomas Becket. It was made in Canterbury and has the rite for the reception of a pallium by an archbishop of Canterbury. 88 On the basis of its script, it has been dated to the early to mid-12th century, though its ordines for dedicating a church and for blessing the oils are textually close to ones in late Anglo-Saxon manuscripts. 89 I have therefore placed it early in the sequence in Table 1 , but only tentatively, given how little-studied this manuscript is.
Corpus 44: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 44
A pontifi cal. 90 The presence of St AElfheah in the litanies provides a terminus post quem of 1012. 91 Dumville describes its gorgeous script as 'a massive round' Style IV Anglo-Caroline minuscule best dated 'broadly to the middle quarters of the 11th century'. 92 It includes a rite for enthroning a new archbishop which refers specifi cally to the western chapel at Canterbury Cathedral (pp. 261-78). Textually, it is the latest of the surviving pre-Conquest pontifi cals: its rites for consecrating churches and cemeteries appear, for example, to be a revision of those in Ramsey and BL, MS Add. 28188. 93 It has been suggested that it was made for Archbishop Stigand (1052-70), or in preparation for the arrival of Lanfranc.
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Lanfranc's Constitutions
The Monastic Constitutions of Lanfranc, ed. D. Knowles and C. N. L. Brooke (Oxford 2002) A customary written by Lanfranc for the monks of Christ Church, Canterbury which was more widely disseminated. 95 It was probably written in the 1070s or early 1080s, perhaps c. 1077. 96 Two early copies written in the 1090s survive.
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Cosin Gradual: Durham, University Library, Cosin V.v.6 A gradual written at Canterbury and given to Durham cathedral between 1083 when it was re-established as a monastery and 1096 (the death of William of St Calais, on the list of whose donations to the cathedral priory it seems to appear). 98 It contains the chant for several ordines, hence its inclusion here and in Table 1 .
' Dublin' Pontifi cal: Dublin, Trinity College 98 (B.36) A pontifi cal and benedictional. Michael Gullick and Richard Pfaff argue that the main part of it was written at Christ Church, Canterbury in the 1090s because the hands of several scribes also wrote other books there then. It also contains a rite for the reception of a pallium by a new archbishop of Canterbury. On the basis of this and its contents, Gullick and Pfaff think that the book was made specifi cally for Anselm in the 1090s, with additions in c. 1097 and c. 1120. 99 Claudius III: London, British Library, Cotton, Claudius A.iii, A coronation ordo, perhaps from a full pontifi cal, written at Canterbury cathedral on the basis of the hand used. Turner dated the script to c. 1090-1150 and probably mid-12th century; others prefer an early-12th-century date, including Webber who suggests the 1120s or 1130s. 100 Oxford, Magdalen College, 226; 'Ely Pontifi cal', Cambridge, Trinity College B.11.10; Cambridge, University Library, Ll.2.10 A group of pontifi cals whose contents are all very similar to one another and to the Anselm Pontifi cal. 101 Wilson thought they were 'derived from a recension proceeding from Canterbury, and possibly intended for general use throughout the southern province'. 102 He also suggested that Cambridge, UL, Ll.2.10 was substantially a copy of Trinity B.11.10. 103 Hartzell suggests a date in the second quarter of the 12th century for the fi rst two, and a little later for CUL LL.2.10. 104 Little work has been done on these books in recent years, though Pfaff intends to discuss their relationship to one another in a forthcoming study. 105 
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Lat. 14832
A pontifi cal whose contents are closely related to the Magdalen Pontifi cal. It appears to be a copy of a Canterbury cathedral manuscript produced in the mid-12th century for Avranches cathedral. 106 
London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D.xv
A collection of pontifi cal rites designed for use in the province of Canterbury, written during the 12th century. According to Wilson, its texts are like those in the Magdalen Pontifi cal. 107 London, British Library, Cotton Tiberius B.viii, fols A pontifi cal written by the scribe Eadwine in the mid-11th century, perhaps c. 1160. 108 Heslop argues that it was made for an archbishop of Canterbury on textual grounds and that it may have been made for Thomas Becket. 109 Its contents are akin to those in Cambridge, UL, Ee.2.3.
110
'Winchester ' Pontifi cal: Cambridge, University Library, Ee.2.3 A pontifi cal and benedictional. Its contents are related to the Magdalen Pontifi cal group, but more distantly than the other manuscripts mentioned above. 111 It has broadly the same Chrism Mass rite as in the Magdalen group, though is perhaps a later version.
112 Similarly, its Candlemas rite (fols 8r-11r) differs from the ones in the Magdalen Pontifi cal (and related manuscripts such as CUL Ll.2.10), with changes to the rubrics and the inclusion of more texts. Various dates in the 12th century have been suggested; Webber suggests a date 'no earlier than the mid-12th century'. 113 It was produced for somewhere in the province of Canterbury. This may well be one of the latest in the group. 
Omitted from
